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SECTION – A

1. Attempt all questions in brief.
QN
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Write is the role of pixel and frame buffer in graphic devices.
A pixel is the smallest unit of a digital image or graphic that can be displayed and
represented on a digital display device. A pixel is the basic logical unit in
digital graphics.

a.Ans

An area of memory used to hold the frame of data that is continuously
being sent to the screen. The buffer is the size of the maximum image
that can be displayed and may be a separate memory bank on the
graphics card (display adapter) or a reserved part of regular memory.

In the system with resolution 600x400. How many KB Does a frame buffer
needs? 1 pixel can store n bit.
Resolution=total number of pixel=>600*400
b.
Ans

1 pixel can store n bit
Frame buffer are required(KB) =resolution *bits per pixel /8*1024
=600*400*n/8*1024
=29.29.nkb

What is video controller?
A video controller, often referred to as a video or graphics card, is a key

c.
Ans

hardware component that allows computers to generate graphic information to
any video display devices, such as a monitor or projector. They are also known
as graphics or video adapters.

Define aspect ratio.
d.
Ans

Aspect ratio. In computer graphics, the relative horizontal and vertical sizes. For
example, if a graphic has an aspect ratio of 2:1, it means that the width is twice
as large as the height. When resizing graphics, it is important to maintain
the aspect ratio to avoid stretching the graphic out of proportion.

What is 2D translation?

Translation
A translation moves an object to a different position on the screen. You can
translate a point in 2D by adding translation coordinate (tx, ty) to the original
coordinate X,YX,Y to get the new coordinate X′,Y′X′,Y′.

e.
Ans

1

2

1

From the above figure, you can write that −
X’ = X + tx
Y’ = Y + ty
The pair (tx, ty) is called the translation vector or shift vector. The above
equations can also be represented using the column vectors.
P’=P+T
[X’ Y’]=[X Y] +[tx ty]

SECTION – B
2. Attempt any TWO of the following.
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QUESTION
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Random Scan and Raster Scan Display:
Random Scan Display:
Random Scan System uses an electron beam which operates like a pencil to create

a. Ans

a line image on the CRT screen. The picture is constructed out of a sequence of
straight-line segments. Each line segment is drawn on the screen by directing the
beam to move from one point on the screen to the next, where its x & y
coordinates define each point. After drawing the picture. The system cycles back to
the first line and design all the lines of the image 30 to 60 time each second.

1

Raster Scan Display:
A Raster Scan Display is based on intensity control of pixels in the form of a
rectangular box called Raster on the screen. Information of on and off pixels is stored
in refresh buffer or Frame buffer. Televisions in our house are based on Raster Scan
Method. The raster scan system can store information of each pixel position, so it is
suitable for realistic display of objects. Raster Scan provides a refresh rate of 60 to 80
frames per second.

Random Scan

Raster Scan

1. It has high Resolution

1. Its resolution is low.

2. It is more expensive

2. It is less expensive

3. Any modification if needed is easy

3.Modification is tough

4. Solid pattern is tough to fill

4.Solid pattern is easy to fill

5. Refresh rate depends or resolution

5. Refresh rate does not depend
on the picture.

6. Only screen with view on an area is

6. Whole screen is scanned.

displayed.
7. Beam Penetration technology come under it.

7. Shadow mark technology came
under this.

8. It does not use interlacing method.

8. It uses interlacing

9. It is restricted to line drawing applications

9. It is suitable for realistic display.

What is the need of homogeneous co-ordinates? Give the homogeneous coordinates for translation, scaling, rotation.
b. Ans

Homogeneous coordinates are ubiquitous in computer graphics because
they allow common vector operations such as translation, rotation, scaling and
perspective projection to be represented as a matrix by which the vector is
multiplied.
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Draw a line using DDA algorithm for pixel co-ordinates from (0, 0) to (6, 8).

c. Ans
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Derive the Bresenham’s algorithm of line and explain.

Derivation of BRESENHAM’S Line Drawing Algorithm
Assumption :
Y=mX+b
where b is the intercept cut by line at Y axis and m is the slope of line
(0 <= m < 1)
Derivation :
Initially we have plotted a point (Xk , Yk) and increase X by 1 we come to Xk+1.
Decision Parameter(Pk) ‐ (Xk+1 , Yk+1)
‐ (Xk+1 , Yk)
d1= y-yk d2=yk+1-y

d. Ans
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SECTION - C
3. Attempt any ONE part of the following:
QN

a. Ans

QUESTION
Draw the circle using mid point circle generating algorithm with center point
(3, 6) and radius=6.

(1*5 = 5)
Marks CO BL
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Describe the working of CRT with neat sketch.
CRT resembles to horizontally placed conical flask sealed at one end. It consists
of electron gun assembly, deflection system and fluorescent screen.
1. electron gun assembly It consist of indirectly heated cathode. Cathode is a
nickel cylinder and it encloses filament F. On the passage of electric
current through the filament electrons are thermionically emitted. The
cathode is surrounded by control grid G held at negative potential. It acts
as a gate and regulate the passage of electron. More is The negative
potential on the grid less is the electron passed. Grid is brought to Intensity
control on the front panel of CRO.A1A1 ,A2A2 and A3A3 are
preaccelerating, focusing and accelerating anodes. A1A1 and A3A3 are
maintained at relatively more positive potential than A2A2 ..As a result
electrostatic lens is formed between electron gun assembly
and A2A2 and A2A2 and A3A3 which focus and defocuses electron beam.
2. Deflection systems:
On its way towards the screen electron beam meets two sets of deflecting
systems. Vertical defection system and Horizontal deflection system. Vertical
deflection system consists of vertical deflecting plates mounted horizontally and
horizontal deflecting system consist of horizontal deflecting plates mounted
vertically, both perpendicular to each other and perpendicular to electron motion.
By applying proper potential on the plates electron spot can be moved anywhere
on the screen.

b. Ans

1. Fluorescent screen: The inner surface of the circular front face is coated
with fluorescent screen usually ZnO which glows when high energy
electron strikes it. A conductive coating of graphite called aquadag coating
is coated on the flare of the envelope and is internally connected to A3A3.
It completes electrical circuit from screen to cathode. Cathode is emitting
electrons in very large number so it has to be replenished. When electron
strikes the screen, it tends to become negatively charged and repels
2.
3. electrons that arrive later. So, these electrons are to be carried away. The
aquadag coating connected to A3A3 attracts the secondary electron
emitted and returns to cathode via ground
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4. Attempt any ONE part of the following:

QN

a. Ans

QUESTION
Explain Rotation in 2D transformation.

(1*5 = 5)
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Consider the line from (5, 5) to (12, 9) using bresenham’s line drawing
algorithm.

b. Ans
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5. Attempt any ONE part of the following:
QN

QUESTION
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Perform a counterclockwise 450rotaion of triangle A(2,3),B(5,5),C(4,3) about
point(1,1)

a.
Ans

Derive the midpoint circle generating algorithm.

b.
Ans
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